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Abstract

Pali and Sanskrit loanwords have been used in Thai language long time ago since the Sukhothai period. It has been found that Pali and Sanskrit words have been used at the first time appearing on the first stone inscription and many others in the later period of Thai dynasty. At the present time, they are widely used in standard Thai as well as in regional languages of Thailand.

In the old days, Pali and Sanskrit language were used commonly by Buddhist monks. The persons can compose I-Saan Lam Long folk music are those who used to study in temple or used to be the monk. These educated people obviously know Pali and Sanskrit language as well as all kinds of secular and religious knowledge. Because of these conditions, it is common to find many Pali and Sanskrit words used in I-Saan Lam Long folk music.

This paper aims to explore the patterns of using Pali and Sanskrit loanwords in composing I-Saan Lam Long folk music. The data used in this paper were collected from 10 Lam Longs folk music. They were selected from different composers and different I-Saan folk singers. The data analyzed in this paper were retrieved from the website, http://youtube.com and then transcribed into Thai alphabet. This paper is considered as a qualitative study. The findings reveal that there are two main patterns of using Pali and Sanskrit loanwords in I-Saan Lam Long folk music. The first pattern is that of using Pali and Sanskrit language as a single word and the second one is that of using Pali and Sanskrit language as a compound word. For the first pattern, the Pali and Sanskrit loanwords can be used individually in composing I-Saan Lam Long folk music. There is no word formation in this particular pattern. As for the second pattern, the Pali and Sanskrit loanwords are used as a compound word. Words are formed to create new meanings to attract listeners. The compound words in this sense are either from Pali and Sanskrit words combined together to form a new word or from Pali or Sanskrit words combined with other languages such as central Thai language, I-Saan dialect, or even the Khmer language. In terms of meaning, some compound words are created to form new meaning but some are coined just to re duplicate the meaning of the Pali or Sanskrit word. This paper is applicable for those who would like to study how Pali and Sanskrit words are used in dialect languages of Thailand in the aspect of word formation. It helps to illuminate that not only the standard Thai language are used with Pali and Sanskrit to coin new words but the I-Saan dialect also used to form new words especially in I-Saan Lam Long folk music.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pali and Sanskrit language play an important role in Thailand. They are used normally in Thai language as foreign loanwords. Pali and Sanskrit loanwords have been used in Thai language long time ago since the Sukhothai period. It has been found that Pali and Sanskrit words have been used at the first time appearing on the first stone inscription and many others in the later period of Thai dynasty. At the present time, they are widely used in standard Thai as well as in regional languages of Thailand.

In the past, I-Saan folk literatures were created by those who had an opportunity to study in temple. It means that the monks were the priority ones to study and of course the boys could study with the monks in the temple. Pali and Sanskrit language were used commonly by Buddhist monks. They are used as parts of prayers and devotions. Pali and Sanskrit used in Thai language are treated as loanwords. The persons can compose I-Saan Lam Long folk music are those who used to study in temple or used to be the monk as mentioned. These educated people obviously know Pali and Sanskrit language as well as all kinds of secular and religious knowledge. Because of these conditions, it is common to find many Pali and Sanskrit words used in I-Saan Lam Long folk music.

The aim of this paper is to explore the patterns of using Pali and Sanskrit loanwords in composing I-Saan Lam Long folk music.

The paper is divided into five main parts. The first part is about the introduction informing why this paper concerned in this particular topic. The second part and the third part are focused on data and methodology of this study. The forth part is the main part of the paper. It provides the results of the study analyzing on the patterns of using Pali and Sanskrit loanwords in I-Saan Lam Long folk music. The result obviously shows the characteristics of using Pali and Sanskrit words to form new words in folk music which is quite different from how standard Thai linguistically does. And then the last part is going to the conclusion of the study.

This paper is applicable for those who would like to study how Pali and Sanskrit words are used in dialect languages of Thailand in the aspect of word formation. It helps to illuminate that not only the standard Thai language are used with Pali and Sanskrit to coin new words but the I-Saan dialect also used to form new words especially in I-Saan Lam Long folk music.

2 DATA

The data used in this paper were collected from 10 Lam Longs folk music. They were selected from different composers and different I-Saan folk singers. The data analyzed in this paper were retrieved from the website, http://youtube.com and then transcribed into Thai alphabet. The following are all 10 Lam Longs.

1) ลำลองนางมาหาว /lam-lọọŋ naaŋ-māa-khāaw/
2) ลำลองนางปฎาจำรา /lam-lọọŋ naaŋ-pà-tàa-cà-laa/
3) ลำลองชูฉัน-นางอวด /lam-lọọŋ khûu-luu naaŋ-ʔûa/
4) ลำลองนางกวงจอก /lam-lọọŋ naaŋ-nûk-krà-ćiok/
5) ลำลองชวลีนี่แห่ง /lam-lọọŋ khûn-thuŋ khûn-thuŋ/
6) ลำลองโปร่ง /lam-lọọŋ khooŋ/
7) ลำลองอลัยย่า /lam-lọọŋ ?aa-laj laa/
8) ลำลองชวลียิ่งกลับถิ่น /lam-lọọŋ chuuŋ ?âaj klâp ?ii-sāan/
9) ลำลองประวัติเมืองท่าแตกต่าง /lam-lọọŋ prà-wàt muaŋ-fâa-daâkæt-sûuŋ-jaan/
10) ลำลองสุภาพสมลำลำขากร /lam-lọọŋ sâaaw-mûo-lam chám rák/

3 METHODOLOGY

This paper is considered as a qualitative study. It is a descriptive research. The data used in this paper were
from I-Saan Lam Long folk music. There are totally 10 Lam Longs analyzed in this paper. The data were transcribed into Thai alphabet as the original research data retrieved from the website http://youtube.com. In this paper, the data are shown in Thai alphabet in the first line. And then, they are transcribed into phonetic alphabet with a free translation in the third line.

4 RESULTS

Lam Long is one kind of I-Saan folk music or Morlum. According to Dolphen (2016), Morlum is a popular folk performance and well-known in Isan. This folk performance has changed a lot from the past. Originally, it is focused on story-telling which is accompanied by rhythmic and melodious music. The story being told by the morlum or the Isan folk performer is narrated by the verse of song composing of words, rhyming with different styles of singing from the beginning of performance to the end. I-Saan people are familiar with Morlum Moo or Morlum troupe which performers are more than one to play story-telling. Morlum Moo, according to Miller (2008: 178) was developed gradually from lumphuen and likay-the central Thai folk performance. It has typically style of performance in terms of a number of performers, melody, musical instrument, and dressing.

Lam Long is different from Morlum troupe in terms of a number of performers or singers. As for Lam Long, only one performer does in this kind of I-Saan folk music. I-Saan folk singer might be the person who composes the song himself or somebody can do it for the singer. As it has been mentioned before, the person who can compose I-Saan lam Long is an educated person who gains their knowledge from temple and learns Pali and Sanskrit language from the monks. That is why there are so many pali and Sanskrit loanwords are used in I-Saan Lam Long folk music.

The followings are the results of this paper showing the patterns of using Pali and Sanskrit loanwords in I-Saan Lam Long folk music in terms of word formation.

4.1 Using Pali and Sanskrit Language as a Single Word

It has been found that Pali and Sanskrit loanwords are often used as a single word. The following are some examples of using Pali and Sanskrit language as a single word in I-Saan Lam Long.

1. ลำลองนางกระกระจก /lam-λ nonce nāaŋ-nōk-kraw-cwɔ̌k/
   พอมื่อสุริยันละดูใหม่มำเถิง
   /pɔ̤̂m m̀o sù-rí-jêet jâaj lá-dûn màj maa thòŋ/
   “when the sun moved and then new season came”

From example (1) which is retrieved from ลำลองนางกระกระจก /lam-λ nonce nāaŋ-nōk-kraw-cwɔ̌k/, the word สุริยัน /sù-rí-jêet/ is a Sanskrit loanword. It means ‘the Sun’. This word is not used in everyday life but in literature. As I-Saan Lam Long is categorized as a kind of literature even it is folk literature, it is common that this particular word will be used in I-Saan Lam Long to show the art and appreciation of folk literature.

2. ลำลองอาลัล่า /lam-λ nonce ?a-lâ lâa/
   ไก่ตายปีกกระจิ้งของอกขึ้น สุ่ยิยอมแสงเบิกเบี่ยงดวงฟ้า
   /kàj kà tòp piik cwiə hòng kòon kh̀k koɔn sù-rí-jêet jɔɔ sàum jêet b̂oak b̂oaj khúaŋ faa/
   “the chicken flap its wings and then crowed, the Sun shined over the sky”

The word สุ่ยิย /sù-rí-jêet/ is also a Sanskrit loanword. It is a variant form of สุริยัน /sù-rí-ja/ which means ‘the Sun’. It shares the same meaning of สุริยัน /sù-rí-jêet/ mentioned in example (1). This Sanskrit loanword is used as a single word in I-Saan Lam Long which is not used normally in daily life.

3. ลำลองขันทั้งขันแท้ /lam-λ nonce khùn-thɔ̌ŋ khùn-thɔ̌ŋ/
As we can see from example (3), the word บุตร /bùt/ ‘son’ is Sanskrit word. It is used as a single word in Lam Long folk music instead of using the word ลูก /lûuk/ which also means ‘son’. The composer prefers using บุตร /bùt/ to ลูก /lûuk/ in this Lam Long because it shows the knowledge of Pali and Sanskrit word of the composer as well as the art and appreciation of Lam Long itself.

4.2 Using Pali and Sunskrit Language as a Compound Word

It has been found that there are so many Pali and Sanskrit loanwords are used as compound words. The compound words which are used in I-Saan Lam Long folk music are sometimes coined with other languages as follows:

(4) สำlassenางปาฏาจรา /lam-veis naaŋ-pà-taa-ca-laaj/

“พอแด่สู้ขัวน้องนางนางจากการเซื่อนหนี พ่อปราณีไหวสำนึกของยัย”

/thcoc tСe hуu khаaw nаaŋ phаa-naaŋ-nаat cáak hуuan nīl, thcoc paan thcoc-rá-nii-wǎj sǔan cáj khооw nаaŋ ?ааaaj/

“Once heard that my dear heart left the house, it was like an earthquake occurred in my heart”

The word ธรณีไหว /thcoc-rá-nii-wǎj/ ‘earthquake’ is considered as a compound word. This compound word does not exist in standard Thai. It is coined and used only in special purpose as appeared in Lam Long folk music to represent the art and appreciation. In standard Thai, the word แผ่นดินไหว /thcoc-din-wǎj/ is a compound word. It means ‘earthquake’. The word ธรณี /thcoc-rá-nii/ ‘the earth’ is used both in Pali and Sanskrit language whereas the word ไหว /wǎj/ ‘shake’ is Thai word. Instead of using the word แผ่นดิน /thcoc-din/ ‘earth’ which is the Thai word, the word ธรณี /thcoc-rá-nii/ is selected to present the art and appreciation of Lam Long folk music.

(5) สำlassenางหมายข้าว /lam-veis naaŋ-mаа-кhaaaw/

“แม่หมายข้าวให้อากรนี่เสื้อใส่”

/mааa-dааj-khaаaw hааa dааj ?aa-phсoon-suаa sааj/

“Mother white dog seeked for clothes to wear”

As we can see from the example above, the word อากรนี่เสื้อ /?aa-phсoon-suаa/ ‘clothes’ is considered as a compound word which its meaning is ‘clothes’. This compound word does not occur in standard Thai. The word เสื้ออากรนี่ / suаa-phсoon-?aa-phсoon/- ‘clothes’ is considered as a four syllable compound word. The word อากรนี่ /?aa-phсoon/ is from pali and Sanskrit language. It means ‘clothes’. The word เสื้อ /suаa/ is a Thai word which shares the same meaning with อากรนี่ /?aa-phсoon/. The word เสื้อ /suаa/ is attached with อากรนี่ /?aa-phсoon/ in order to clarify the meaning of the particular pali and Sanskrit word.

(6) สำlassenิงชอง /lam-veis khoоŋ/

“กระแสน้ำกว้าง เห็นแต่เอาป่าเน้า”
From example (6), the word อาโย /ฎ้า-ปี/ ‘water’ is from Pali word. This word is coined with the word น้ำ /น้ำม/ ‘water’ which is Thai word. The Thai word is used to clarify the meaning of Pali word.

(7) ลำปางประวัติเมืองพ้าแหงสุขยาง /ลำ-ปี/ฏิ-ว่าต มานะ-ฎ้า-น้ำม-สนำ-ผาน/ "แต่โบราณนามมาเอื้อเลี้ยงให้เจ้า เด้าชี้ยสตรียังตั้งชื่อเรา"

As we can see from example (7), the compound word ชื่อนาม /สนำ-ผาน/ ‘name’ is coined from I-Saan dialect word and Pali word. The word ชื่อ /สนำ/ is I-Saan word whereas นาม /ผาน/ is from Pali word. They both mean ‘name’. I-Saan word is used in this particular compound word in order to clarify the meaning of Pali word. It is useful for those who do not know the meaning of Pali word so that they can understand the meaning of compound word used in this Lam Long.

To conclude in this part, it is clear that the Pali and Sanskrit word used in I-Saan Lam Long folk music are applied both as a singular word and a compound word. The significant function of using Pali and Sanskrit word to form a compound word are to clarify the meaning of Pali and Sanskrit words and to make Lam Long more tuneful in terms of art and appreciation. By doing this, it also illuminates the knowledge and talent of I-Saan local people to use Pali and Sanskrit word in composing Lam Long. The patterns of using Pali and Sanskrit loanwords appearing in I-Saan Lam Long are not commonly used by local people in daily life.

5 CONCLUSION

To conclude, the significant pattern of using Pali and Sanskrit loadwords in I-Saan Lam Long is that of using Pali or Sanskrit word coined with I-Saan dialect. This pattern shows the nature of using Pali and Sanskrit words with regional language that always comes after the Pali and Sanskrit language to modify the meaning of Pali and Sanskrit language. It is because local people cannot understand the meaning of Pali and Sanskrit words used by monks or those who had study Pali and Sanskrit language. Therefore, I-Saan word used adjacent to the Pali and Sanskrit word helps to clarify the meaning of the word used by a composer of Lam Long folk music. In terms of the art of metrics, using I-saan words combined with Pali and Sanskrit words to form a compound word, not only shows the aesthetics of composing I-saan lam long but also illuminate the talents of poet of using I-Saan dialect together with Pali and Sanskrit words. This linguistic technique of word formation also educates local people who do not have an opportunity to study in the temple or even to learn Pali language with the monks to be educated people.

This paper is applicable for those who would like to study how Pali and Sanskrit words are used in I-Saan dialect of Thailand in the aspect of word formation. It helps to illuminate that not only the standard Thai language are used with Pali and Sanskrit to coin new words but the I-Saan dialect also used to form new words especially in I-Saan Lam Long folk music to the significant characteristics of the art and appreciation of I-Saan folk literature.
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